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and supporting co-ops, unions, hospitals,
rinks, credit unions, community halls and
universities, and they have a lot of fun
while they’re at it. Successful develop-
ment efforts like DIMA recognize those
realities, and build on them.

“Dawg is a wunnerful thing for
huntin’,” said a shrewd old Southerner.
“Cain’t do nothin’ without him. But you
doan give the gun to the dawg.”

By giving supremacy to the private
sector, we’ve given the gun to the dog.
The purpose of the economy is to
improve our lives, not vice versa. DIMA
succeeds because it understands that.
Mainstream“development” efforts often
fail because they don’t.

The action is in the fun sector. The
obstacles to progress lie between
our ears.
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Project Echoes
BY VICTORIA MORRIS

Christina Lake is an unincorporated community
of about 1,500 year-round residents in south central
British Columbia. It’s a beautiful place. Many people
are attracted by its quality of life and by opportunities
to ski in the mountains and swim in the lakes. (In
summer the population swells to nearly 5,000.)

On the flip side, youth here and in the forest and mine
towns around us are starving for interesting or inspiring
things to do. Upon graduation, most leave to look for jobs
or higher education elsewhere.

I didn’t. That’s one reason I devoted myself, heart and
soul, to a youth CED project last year.

Darn it, there just aren’t very many people here my own age to

hang out with! What few do live here are often unaware of what’s

happening in neighbouring communities. The SEED Society, a

nonprofit CED organization I work for, has done some exciting work

here in Christina Lake, but until recently had almost no profile just

100 kilometres up the road in Nelson.

I hoped that we could run a project that would help bridge the gap

between young people and the CED work that other youth in the

area are doing. Maybe some of them would decide

to stay here or even work in CED.

Far fetched? It had worked for me. As a high school student I remem-

ber attending the seminars given by representatives of such organizations

as the Environmental Youth Alliance and Youth for Environmental

Sanity. Young, well-informed, and skilled, they got me thinking about

the impacts of lifestyle choices – not just on our own lives, but on the

life of our community, on climate change, and on the whole planet.

Couldn’t the same blend of funky informality and solid informa-

tion inspire youth to consider the linkages between environment,

economy, and social well-being? Could we at SEED devise an event

that would encourage more young people to live and work here

instead of taking their high school diplomas and driving off to

Vancouver or Calgary?

Gary Wilson (SEED’s then-executive director) and I first

went after provincial funding for a youth training session. That

application failed when the government

cancelled many of its programs.

) )) )
With access to skills & support, youth can work magic in our communities

The Project Echoes Team members (from

left): Leila Martin, Josée Corrigan, Jennifer

Hlookoff, Kevin Gauthier, Leana Adrian,

Damion Pohl.
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“The way we were all

accepted for who we are

was very empowering &

encouraging. Reaching

decisions through

consensus was very

inclusive & encouraged

people to share opinions

& ideas.”

Leila Martin, Project

Echoes Team Member

Human Resources

Development Canada, however,

had funds available under its

Youth Services Canada program.

We devised a project in which six

unemployed youth would not

only learn about CED, but would

build the skills to organize and co-

ordinate a regional CED event for

young people in the next six

months – a forum that would

combine the experience and

inspiration of both locals and

outsiders. Earth Matters, a young

people’s environmental organization

based in Nelson, lent its profile to

help us recruit staff and participants.

SEED hired six youth ranging from

18 to 30 years of age and from four

different communities. We hired a co-

ordinator and I became SEED’s

project liaison, for a total of seven

team members. Together, we decided

to call the initiative Project Echoes. We

didn’t want our voices and the ideas

unveiled at the gathering to stop here,

but to “echo” among the mountains and

valleys and actually get put into action.

One-day workshops provided most of the

training. There was an introduction to

community economic development.

Several sessions concerned the skills

required for group work, like decision-

making, communication, and conflict

resolution. Then there were the skills

specific to the upcoming event: public

speaking, media communication, program

planning, and fundraising strategies.

Although in the end the project was a

success, it was no“easy street.”

For some team members, it was the first

time they had belonged to a group whose

success hinged on everyone pulling their own

weight. Many people struggle to communicate well at the best

of times. Add to this our collective inexperience and the time

crunch, and open communication about problems became big

challenges.

Learning Under Pressure

Time was a real source of frustration. So was

money. At times, it seemed like the interests of funders

ran counter to their expressed desire to harness the

energy and vision of young people. We were trying to

build the capacity of youth, yet there was never

enough time or money to do it. There was little time

to assess the participants’ skills beforehand. There

was little time to train them in the new skills they

needed to participate in some CED projects. There

was time to learn about marketing, budgets, and

time management.

That may be the way it is in the world of work,

but putting youth under pressure of tight timelines

and small budgets seems an odd way to“train”

anybody. People learn better when they get time to

practice their skills and analyze their performance

– and when they see their efforts valued above

minimum wage.

Project Echoes struggled with these issues. We

frequently relied on skills that team members

already had. Whatever their skill set, each

member of the team was intelligent, enthusiastic,

resourceful, and very much interested in ways to

make their communities better places.

Our choice of co-ordinator proved crucial.

Josée Corrigan kept the whole group on task, on

time, and treated everyone in a respectful,

valued way. Without her, the project might

have collapsed.

For everyone, Project

Echoes came to revolve

around trust: trust in

ourselves, in our co-workers,

and in our belief that the

project would work. A

bunch of young people

transmogrified into a team

of skilled, capable CED

workers.

While we were learning,

we were doing. The Forum was to be

a 2-day event early in May. It was a huge effort. We lined

up speakers and workshop leaders who could reflect on

their experiences to broach issues of entrepreneurship, food

security, sustainable forestry, motivation, and communica-

tions. The list of donors, volunteers, performers, and in-kind

supporters ran to over 150.

no

The Youth Forum
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Team members said they would love

to do another project. Two, Jennifer

Hlookoff and Leana Adrian, volunteered

to mentor a new group of youth to do the

project another year. Kevin Gauthier wrote

this in his evaluation of the project:

“Creating a somewhat hierarchy-less

system encouraged people to be accountable for their actions

and made it a comfortable work environment. The types of

workshops and their interactive nature made for a great

learning experience. The way we were all accepted for who

we are was very empowering and encouraging.”

Myself, looking back on this and other experiences with

youth activities, I am left with some difficult questions. What

does the effectiveness of a project depend on – the way you

organize it? or who happens to take part? And what’s more

valuable – a big youth conference that features more official

proclamations than skill building? Or a smaller, more

intensive project that only deeply benefits a few?

What do you think?

VICTORIA MORRIS is now executive director of the SEED Society,

which works to reflect a triple bottom line (social, economic, and

ecological) in its consulting, research projects, and capacity-

building initiatives in Christina Lake and southern B.C. SEED also

owns and operates a small business. For information, contact

Victoria at (tel) 250-447-9400, (e-mail) victoria@seedsociety.com,

(website) www.seedsociety.com.

(pages 18-19) Scenes from the Youth CED Forum, held May 2002

in Christina Lake, B.C. All photos courtesy of SEED Society.

“It was fabulous to

bring such a

dynamic, interesting,

action-oriented group

of young people

together. Thanks for

opening my eyes &

giving me the tools to

forge ahead & make

a difference!”

CED Youth Forum

Participant

Although the

gathering was for

people aged 15-30

years, we made a

particular effort to

interest people who

were not in high

school and who were

facing career choices. In the end, 70 youth and

about 10 older people attended, most from

south central or southeastern B.C., but a few

from Alberta, Saskatchewan, the Lower

Mainland, and California. Definitely there were

other people who could have attended, but the

marketing was a struggle.

Our keynote speaker was Josh Thome,

founder of the Student Action Network, an

organization of 20,000 that uses internet

resources to pursue justice, peace, and environ-

mental responsibility. Most of our workshop

leaders and panellists were people (mostly

youth) from the region who explained the

actions they were already taking as business

people, co-operators, media specialists, and

environmental and political activists.

Of particular interest was Ryan Durand, a local guy

who had just returned from a CIDA project in Indonesia. And,

of course, there was the fun: live music, yoga, baseball, even a

belly-dancing workshop. The participants left pumped!

Most of them had never heard of CED before. But youth

have strong visions of how they want the world to be. When they

see how the triple bottom line of CED – society, economy, and

ecology – speaks to their values, they get excited about the

possibilities. CED connects with young people’s values and, when

that happens, they will get more involved.

As one evaluation sheet reported,“It was fabulous to bring such a

dynamic, interesting, action-oriented group of young people

together. Thanks for opening my eyes and giving me the tools to

forge ahead and make a difference.” Several youth were inspired to

volunteer with local organizations. Some, are

trying to get or create work in the CED field. Others want to organize

a similar project in Calgary.

From start to finish, Project Echoes was an expression of some of the

region's most inquiring and energetic young people.

like Damion Pohl,

What Makes Youth Initiatives Effective?




